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Annual Report of the Independent Complaints Reviewer 2016-17  
 
Jodi Berg OBE is the Independent Complaints Reviewer (ICR) for The National 
Archives. She has a background as a solicitor and a mediator, and is a Fellow of 
the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators.  
 
ICR Service  
 
The ICR service is free to complainants. My role is to review complaints that The 
National Archives has been unable to resolve itself. People can access the ICR 
service by contacting me directly or they can ask The National Archives to refer 
their complaints on to me.  
 
Once I have received a referral and ascertained what the complaint is about, I 
assess whether it is amenable to settlement by agreement between The National 
Archives and its customer. If it is, I am able to negotiate an agreement which will 
usually involve The National Archives agreeing to take certain action in order to 
settle the complaint, this may include for example giving an apology or information 
to the customer. Where this is not possible, I carry out a thorough review of the 
issues and consider whether The National Archives has acted in accordance with 
its own policies and procedures and met reasonable standards of customer 
service.  
 
Where appropriate, I can recommend action to put things right for the person 
concerned or to improve the future quality of The National Archives’ service. I also 
keep oversight of the way in which The National Archives responds to customer 
feedback and complaints and seeks to learn from them. This report comments 
both on The National Archives and ICR complaint activity during the year. 
 
This year, The National Archives dealt with over 29,000 telephone enquiries and 
over 32,500 written enquiries. The National Archives produced over 580,000 
documents in the year. In the overall scheme of this extensive customer contact, 
complaints are very few in number and referrals to the ICR are rare. As a 
consequence, I am satisfied that most people are pleased with the service they 
get from The National Archives and have no reason to complain. However, in any 
large public body problems do arise.  
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For those few cases where The National Archives cannot resolve complaints, it is 
important that people can turn to someone who is independent to settle matters 
by taking a fresh and impartial view of what has happened. The National Archives 
is committed to implementing my recommendations wherever practicable.  
ICR Standards 
 
When people complain to the ICR’s office they can expect to be treated with: 
 

• Respect: we show regard for everyone and take their concerns seriously. 
• Courtesy: we communicate in an open and friendly manner and expect 

similar courtesy from complainants.  
• Honesty: we are clear about the limitations of our role from the outset and 

discuss the likely outcomes that can be achieved from review. 
• Objectivity: the ICR reaches decisions in a fair and impartial manner.  
• Flexibility: we tailor our service to meet people’s legitimate needs.  
• Plain Language: we use straightforward language and avoid jargon 

wherever possible. 
 

We also adhere to the Ombudsman Association’s Principles of Good Complaint 
Handling.  
 
Overview of The National Archives’ learning from complaints and customer 
feedback 
 
I am pleased to report that The National Archives continues to try to take lessons 
from the information arising from customer feedback and to implement changes 
aimed at improving the customer experience.  
 

• This year, The National Archives piloted changes to how reading room 
rules are communicated to customers by explaining what items are allowed 
in, rather than what could not be taken in. This proved successful and is 
now published widely by The National Archives. 
 

• In response to complaints previously raised, The National Archives 
introduced a record copying online service through which people can 
request a page check before placing an order for copies of documents 
through Discovery, The National Archives’ online catalogue.  

 
• In response to a previous ICR recommendation, The National Archives has 

been reviewing its reading room rules, relaxing the rules in certain areas 
regarding photography and bringing in refreshments.  
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• The National Archives has started a programme of works to improve its 
public areas and to create a new talks and events space.  

 
• Customer service initiatives have included events which encourage visits 

and involvement in The National Archives’ activities, such as the ‘Archives 
at Night’ events. Attendance has increased and the customer response has 
been positive. 

 
• The Your Views feedback streams were reviewed. As a consequence, the 

way feedback from the Advice and Records Knowledge department is 
obtained has changed and a specifically developed survey has been 
introduced to enable The National Archives to better understand user’s 
experiences of the service.  

 
• Following receipt of feedback from users, The National Archives made a 

number of system changes, including updating guidance on obtaining bank 
statements, which can be used as one form of identification for a reader’s 
ticket, and improving the information on the advanced orders web-page 
about document lockers and access.  

 
Overview of complaint activity and examples  
 
As always, this year we have had a number of enquiries and requests for 
assistance from people who need help from The National Archives or who have 
complaints to raise but have not yet been through The National Archives’ internal 
complaints procedure. These customers have been referred on to The National 
Archives. Where we can, we offer general advice or assistance that they have 
been unable to obtain elsewhere. This year we responded to people who were 
looking for help and information about a variety of issues. Examples are:  
 

• Difficulties in obtaining information from The National Archives’ website 
about Polish refugees in Palestine between 1946 and 1948. 
 

• Problems in finding out information from The National Archives regarding 
Nigerian court cases to assist with authorship of an academic book.  

 
• An enquiry about the acquisition of General Courts Martial records through 

The National Archives.  
 
Between 1 April 2016 and 31 March 2017, The National Archives itself recorded 
74 complaints, a small increase from 71 last year. Most of these were resolved 
without the complainant needing to escalate their concerns to Internal Review 
which is dealt with by the Chief Executive’s Office. Only two of these complaints 
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resulted in a new referral to the ICR Office. One complaint is highlighted in the 
case study below and the other review is ongoing. The National Archives also 
recorded 157 compliments.  

 
 
 
Case study  
 
Mr X contacted The National Archives to enquire about ‘errors’ he had identified 
on display boards. He was dissatisfied with the action taken by The National 
Archives and raised a complaint which was responded to through the complaints 
procedure. He remained unhappy with The National Archives’ actions and 
referred his complaint to the ICR. He said that while changes had been made to 
the boards, these were still misleading. He called for the resignation of the Chief 
Executive and Keeper. I explained that I was unable to achieve the changes to 
public information that he wanted to see as that was a matter for decision by The 
National Archives. Moreover, the ICR process is not disciplinary in nature or intent 
and employment issues are not within my remit. 

 
 Following review I was satisfied that Mr X’s comments were properly considered 

by the relevant The National Archives teams, whose conclusions were sought as 
part of the investigation into his complaint. I noted that his concerns were taken 
seriously and dealt with at the appropriate organisational level. He had had a face 
to face meeting to discuss his concerns and the review then carried out had been 
thorough, albeit the outcome may not have been what he wanted. Given this I 
found no reason to take matters further and concluded my review at that point. 
 
Finally 
 
I record my thanks to The National Archives’ Customer Service and Complaints 
Team, and to the Quality and Excellence Department for their interest in customer 
complaints and feedback, and for their assistance with referrals and ICR review. 
 
If complainants are dissatisfied with the outcome of ICR review, they can ask their 
MP to refer the matter to the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman. 
 
Contact the ICR 
 
Details of the ICR service are explained in our leaflet Seeking a Fair Resolution 
available from our website at www.icrev.org.uk 
 
ICR Office, 1 Victoria Street, London, SW1H 0ET 
E-mail: enquiries@icrev.org.uk   
Telephone:  020 7930 0749 

http://www.icrev.org.uk/
mailto:enquiries@icrev.org.uk
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